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Cellulite â€“ every womanâ€™s nightmare. No matter how much you exercise, irrespective of what your diet
is, you can still develop cellulite.

And with summer fast approaching, the best time to have anti-cellulite treatments is now. But first,
what is cellulite, whom does it affect and how will you eliminate it?

What is Cellulite?

Cellulite could be a description for dimpled skin round the thigh, pelvis and other areas of the body.
Cellulite is there in 80%-90% of women past puberty. So odds are, even when you donâ€™t have
cellulite now, youâ€™ll have it in the near future (read on for information on new cellulite laser
technology).

While many women begin developing cellulite, they mistakenly believe it has to do with their diet
plan or exercise routines. Although both of those can have an effect on the development of cellulite,
theyâ€™re not the cause or the solution.

Yes, normal exercise could assist diminish the cellulite â€“ to some degree. However, even the most
active and healthy women could still have one or the other visible remnants. Because of this, if you
find yourself developing cellulite, it still is important to modify your diet and exercise routines, but
realize this isnâ€™t the final solution.

Until recently diet, exercise and topical creams and lotions were the most effective solutions we had.
But, the revolutionary new cellulite treatment called Cellulaze has quickly established itself as the
only answer that may take away the vast majority of visible cellulite.

Enter Cellulaze

Before Cellulaze, the best cosmetic surgeons in New York City had very restricted choices for
dealing with cellulite. Usually, theyâ€™d prescribe lotions or other on-the-surface treatments intended to
reduce the appearance of cellulite.

However, thanks to breakthrough technology, we now have a far better means to fight cellulite:
Cellulaze. It's the first and only FDA approved simply invasive treatment for cellulite.

What makes this technology different? Well, letâ€™s take a look at what the other â€œtreatmentsâ€• do. Such
on-the-surface treatments target the specific surface dimples. They do nothing to treat the actual
issue â€“ whatâ€™s occurring underneath the skin.

This is exactly what Cellulaze does. It targets the inner anatomical issue of cellulite, instead of
working on only the surface irregularities. Because of this, the outcome of this action are so much
more preferable last longer than any other currently known treatment. Additionally, the treatment is
relatively easy and is pretty safe, guaranteeing that irrespective of who you are or what your
condition is, it can work for you.

A way to Experience Cellulaze

If youâ€™re prepared to experience a revolution in cellulite removal, the primary step is to speak to the
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best cosmetic surgeon in New York City. With his thirty four years experience and stellar reputation,
that man is none other than Dr. Theodore Diktaban.

Dr. Diktaban is very acquainted with Cellulaze and the principles behind it making him an
impressive selection to administer your treatment. He is an experienced researcher and clinician
who has carried out clinical trials for different companies including Cynosure, the maker of
Cellulaze. We all know the competence of the surgeon makes all the difference in the world of
cosmetic surgery and youâ€™ll find none better geared up than Dr. Diktaban.
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Theodore Diktaban - About Author:
For more info about a Cellulaze Treatments, call or go to Dr. Diktaban on the web at a
http://www.drdiktaban.com. Dr. Theodore Diktaban, a board certified plastic surgeon and certified
otolaryngologist, has worked for years pioneering methods of minimally invasive liposuction. In over
30 years of practice he has carried out a lot more than 20,000 procedures and brings an expertise
to each and every patient's care not obtainable in so many practices. He performs low-fat injection
body sculpting at his offices in New York City for patients from all round the tri-state region as well
and countries all over the world. Contact him for a private consultation.
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